




Lesson 01

Choose a Data Storage 

Approach in Azure
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Benefits of using Azure to store data



Azure data storage gives 

you the flexibility to 

create new services in 

minutes and allows you to 

change storage back-

ends quickly

Agility

Azure data storage 

provides a variety of 

different storage options 

including distributed 

access and tiered storage

Storage types

Azure data storage 

provides backup, load 

balancing, disaster 

recovery, and data 

replication to ensure 

safety and high 

availability. This capability 

requires significant 

investment with on-

premises solutions

Reliability

On-premises storage 

requires up-front 

expenses. Azure data 

storage provides a pay-

as-you-go pricing model

Cost effectiveness

The term "on-premises" refers to the storage and maintenance of data on 
local hardware and servers.

Comparing Azure to on-premises storage





Lesson 02

Create an 

Azure Storage Account





Management 

Overhead

Each storage 

account 

requires some 

time and 

attention from 

an 

administrator 

to create and 

maintain.

Cost Sensitivity

The settings you 

choose for the 

account do 

influence the 

cost of services, 

and the number 

of accounts you 

create

Data Diversity

Organizations 

often generate 

data that differs 

in where it is 

consumed and 

how sensitive it 

is.

The number of storage accounts you need is based on:

*

How many do you need?

The number of storage accounts you 

need is typically determined by your 

data diversity, cost sensitivity, and 

tolerance for management overhead.

What is a Storage Account

It is a container that groups a set of 

Azure Storage services. Only data 

services can be included in a storage 

account such as Azure Blobs, Azure Files, 

Azure Queues, and Azure Tables.

Storage accounts



Storage Account settings
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Portal

Azure 
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Management 
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Azure Command
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Storage Account 

creation tool



Create a Storage Account





Lesson 03

Azure Data Lake Storage





Azure Data Lake Storage – Generation II

SecurityHadoop 

Access

Performance Redundancy



Create a Azure

Data Lake Store (Gen II) 

using the Portal.



Data Lake (Gen II)

Hierarchical Namespace

Azure Blob

Flat Namespace

Compare Azure Blob Storage and Data Lake Store Gen 2 



1. Ingestion

4. Model & 

Serve
3. Prep & Train

2. Store

Processing Big Data with 

Azure Data Lake Store



In this architecture, there are two ingestion streams. Azure Data 

Factory is used to ingest the summary files that are generated when 

the HGV engine is turned off. Apache Kafka provides the real-time 

ingestion engine for the telemetry data. Both data streams are 

stored in Data Lake store for use in the future.

Real Time Analytics

In this solution, Azure Data factory is transferring terabytes of web logs 

from a web server to the Data Lake on an hourly basis. This data is 

provided as features to the predictive model in Azure Databricks, which 

is then trained and scored. The result of the model is then distributed 

globally using Azure Cosmos DB, that an application uses.

Advanced Analytics

This architecture sees Azure Data Lake Storage at the heart of the solution 

for a modern data warehouse. Using Azure Data Factory to ingest data into 

the Data Lake from a business application, and predictive models built in 

Azure Databricks, using Azure Synapse Analytics as a serving layer.

Modern Data Warehouse

Let’s examine three use cases for leveraging an Azure Data Lake Store

Big Data Use Cases
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Lesson 04

Upload Data into 

Azure Data Lake Store





Create a Azure

Data Lake Store (Gen II) 

using PowerShell.



Uploading data with 

Azure Storage Explorer



Copy data from an Azure 

Data Lake Store Gen1 to an 

Azure Data Lake Store Gen2













Next steps
After the course, consider watching this video 

with James Baker and Lara Rubbelke that 

provides an overview of the enhancements of 

Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2

Module Summary

In this module, you have learned about:

- A data storage approach in Azure

- How to create an Azure Storage Account

- How Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2 works

- How to upload data into Azure Data Lake

http://aka.ms/DLStoreGen2

